In-Class Write: 50 minutes— Paper 1 Practice
Choose two texts, and write a thesis-driven argument in response to the following prompt:

Analyse, compare and contrast the following two texts.
Include comments on the similarities and differences
between the texts and the significance of context, audience,
purpose and formal and stylistic features.
Text Options: Pick Two
• Gay’s Bad Feminist (either excerpt)
• Adichie’s Americanah or “We Should All Be Feminists”
• NRP: STEM and Gender Equity: First Female Space Walk
• NY Times: “The top jobs where women are outnumbered by men
named John”
• Time: “Many American Men Have a Skewed View of Gender Inequality,
TIME Poll Finds”—2019
• “Wreck it Ralph 2: Ralph Breaks the Internet”—2018 film clip

Adequate to good criteria 3-4
GOOD TO EXCELLENT CRITERIA 4-5

Paper one

Unseen texts; comparative thesis-driven essay response

■More context
• FORM: explore the effect of the form
of text chosen. What is the effect of

the form chosen?

■ Why did your author choose a sonnet instead of a tweet? An internet
post or a short story?
■ How is there intersection between forms?
– Ex: The tweeted poem has the urgency of the quick post and the
anonymity of Twitter’s open-source forum; conversely, the poetic
formality contributes to the ethos of the author but limits the
audience’s comprehension of the message.

Paper one

Unseen texts; comparative thesis-driven essay response

■More context
• Historical
■ As you introduce a text, give historical
context
– Numbers are great for increasing your ethos,
especially initially in your hook, if you’re sure you’re
correct
– Paper One—only give an author’s biographical
context for the texts if you are truly sure you’re
familiar with the author. Otherwise, ignore the
author and just use the text.

■ Your
organization
score depends on
you intentionally
selecting a
comparative
structure for your
response
■ 5: The comparative
analysis is well
balanced and
effectively
organized, with a
coherent and
effective structure
and development.

In-class 50-minute comparative response

■Ideal Pacing
– 5 minutes: reading period to select your texts
– 10-15 minutes: outline your comparative
response and plan a thesis
– 25-30 minutes: draft your thesis-driven
response
■ Begin and end with your thesis statement; no
intro or conclusion paragraph today.

– 5 minutes: edit and polish your response

